Call to Order

Roll Call

Approval of Minutes
Wednesday, April 18th, 2012.

Public Announcements
Please note: Members of the public are limited to two minutes. The Senate cannot take action or respond to items during public announcements.

Senate Announcements

Trustee Report

Internal Committee Reports

External Committee Reports

Consent Calendar

Business

1. INFORMATION/DISCUSSION/ACTION
   Title: AB540 Awareness Week
   *This item is to endorse AB540 Awareness week.*
   Presenter: Cristian Aguilar
   Time Limit: 15 minutes.

2. INFORMATION/DISCUSSION/ACTION
   Title: Approve the Chair of Environmental Satiability Committee
   *This item is to approve Adrian Asbun as the new chair of the Environmental Satiability Committee.*
   Presenter: Arvind Ravichandran
   Time Limit: 10 minutes.
3. INFORMATION/DISCUSSION/ACTION
   Title: Approve a representative for ICC.
   This item is to approve a senator to be a liaison for the ICC meeting on Wednesday’s.
   Presenter: Arvind Ravichandran
   Time Limit: 15 minutes.

4. INFORMATION/DISCUSSION/ACTION
   Title: DASB Card Office
   This item is to carry forward $7,583.32 for account 41-55117-5214, DASB Card Office,
   for system support from 7/1/2012 – 9/18/2012, spreadsheet attached from the District
   Office.
   Presenter: Lisa Kirk
   Time Limit: 10 Minutes

5. INFORMATION/DISCUSSION/ACTION
   Title: College Life
   This item is to carry forward all remaining funds in DASB Flea Market account 41-
   55120, to 2012-2013 to complete information booth project.
   Presenter: John Cognetta
   Time Limit: 10 Minutes

6. INFORMATION/DISCUSSION/ACTION – URGENT
   Title: Men’s and Women’s Swimming/Diving
   This item is to request $1,000 for the men and women’s swimming/diving team (account
   #41-57240) for meals for the coast of conference swim meet.
   Presenter: Pablo Zamorano
   Time Limit: 15 Minutes

7. INFORMATION/DISCUSSION/ACTION – 2nd VOTE
   Title: ICCE
   This item is to request $3,300 for ICCE for a LGBT Conference from Winter/Spring
   Special Allocations (Account #41-52012).
   Presenter: Cristian Aguilar
   Time Limit: 20 minutes.

8. INFORMATION/DISCUSSION/ACTION – 2nd VOTE
   Title: Election marketing
   This item is to tell senators on what they can do to increase the candidate poll for the
   DASB election.
   Presenter: Arvind Ravichandran
   Time Limit: 10 minutes.

Public Announcements
Please note: Members of the public are limited to two minutes. The Senate cannot take action or
respond to items during public announcements.
Senate Announcements

Introduction and Approval of Prospective Senators

Adjournment